Interaction between xanthan gum and cationic cellulose JR400 in aqueous solution.
The electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions between xanthan gum (XG) and semisynthetic cationic cellulose (JR400) in aqueous solution are investigated via stability map, FT-IR spectra, thermogravimetric analysis, potentiometric measurement and rheological method. The stability map shows three regions, a stable region with XG as the major component, a flocculated region and another stable region with JR400 as the major component. The stability of mixing system depends on both the concentration fraction of JR400 (fJR) and the overlapping concentrations of these two polymers. In the region near the stoichiometric fJR, the mixture shows stoichiometric flocculation, which is independent of the total polymer concentration. However, in the regions away from the stoichiometric fJR, the mixtures are stable when the concentration of major polymer component is higher than its overlapping concentration. In stable regions, the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions can enhance the viscosity of mixing system at appropriate fJR values.